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Children's Learning Tool set to "Award Winning" Hip Hop Music from 2 Pac, Chris Brown, 50 cent, Lil

Wayne, DJ Unk, TI, Lil-Jon, T-Pain, Ludracris, and many more. A must have for "The New Young

Generation". 13 MP3 Songs KIDS/FAMILY: Educational, KIDS/FAMILY: Sing-Along/Interactive Show all

album songs: We Don't Cry, We Multiply Songs Details: #1 Children's Learning Tool set to "Award

Winning" Hip Hop Music from 2 Pac, Chris Brown, 50 cent, Lil Wayne, Unk, TI, Lil-Jon, T-Pain, Ludracris,

and much more. A must have for "The New Young Generation". Were so glad youve found this CD! Why?

Because as adults, we all know that math skills will be vital to every childs future. It helps them in school

at work in social situations in all areas of life. You simply cannot get along without it. But when kids

struggle, and many do, we need a way to help. As parents, We know that success in math doesn't come

easily for all children. Some time ago experts have discovered the simple secret to success in math -

FUN. When children enjoy math and have fun with math - they learn. It really is that simple. Experts also

agree that children learn far more readily when they are having fun. So what is the simplest way to have

fun with math? MUSIC!!!!!!!.and not just regular music, but the music that kids love and listen to

everydayHIP-HOP!!!only this time without the language and subject matter that we as parents dread

Multiplication Hip Hop with Mr.G  The Kiddie Crunk Crew is an excellent way to introduce your kids to

multiplication. This is a dynamic and entertaining CD that will help build the solid foundation in the math

skills your child will need to succeed in school and in the future. This CD covers the 1 through the 12

tables. Each individual track repeats the lesson 4 times. The first two times your child is able to review

and repeat the lesson along with the CD. The third is an interactive test of your child's knowledge and the

fourth is a final review. Click on the Sample Tables below to find out for yourself, why your child will love

Multiplication Hip Hop with Mr.G  The Kiddie Crunk Crew! ABOUT THE COMPANY: "Hip Hop 4

Kids/G.Mason's Productions" is a "New" musically based company out of Lancaster,Texas which is

designed to entertain, educate, and provide children with age-appropriate learning tools that help to

increase social, emotional, and physical development. For further information or if you have any

http://www.dlfiles24.com/get.php?prd=2750895


questions, feel free to email us at gmasonsproductions@hotmail.com....Invest in Your Child TODAY!!!!!
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